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Mystery series follows the adventures of 'The Five
Find Outers' - Pip, Bets, Larry, Daisy and Fatty, as
they solve the most mysterious cases with the help
of their dog Buster.
A stunning collection of favourite bedtime stories
from one of the world's best-loved storytellers. With
gorgeous full-colour illustrations by Becky Cameron
throughout. Both a gorgeous collection for fans of
Enid Blyton and a striking introduction to her work for
new readers, this glorious collection contains over
300 pages of beautifully illustrated short stories to
read and share at bedtime. Each short story stands
alone and takes the reader on a brand-new
adventure. From the pixie seamstress who makes
dresses for the Fairy Queen, to the little boy who
turns into a steam engine, meet a host of magic and
memorable characters, brought to life by Becky
Cameron's charming illustrations. The stories
appeared in magazines and anthologies published
between 1920-1960 and some are collected here for
the first time! Look out for these other gorgeous Enid
Blyton gift books: Enid Blyton's Magical Treasury
The Famous Five Treasury Jolly Good Food (a
children's cook book) Favourite Stories from Enid
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Blyton * Enid Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's signature
are Registered Trademarks of Hodder and
Stoughton Limited. No trademark or copyrighted
material may be reproduced without the express
written permission of the trademark and copyright
owner.
A dazzling selection of 30 short stories from the
world's best-loved storyteller - the perfect Christmas
gift for children aged 6 and up! Get ready for
snowball fights and sleigh rides in this collection of
thirty classic short stories from Enid Blyton,
celebrating the magic and excitement of winter.
These fun, entertaining stories are ideal for newly
confident readers and are the perfect length for
reading aloud at bedtime or in the classroom. Enid
Blyton remains one of Britain's favourite children's
authors and her bumper short story collections are
perfect for introducing her to the latest generation of
readers. Read all of Enid Blyton's bestselling short
story collections: Springtime Stories Summer Stories
Holiday Stories Summer Holiday Stories
Summertime Stories Stories of Wizards and Witches
Stories of Magic and Mischief Christmas Tales
Christmas Treats Winter Tales *** Enid Blyton ® and
Enid Blyton's signature are Registered Trademarks
of Hodder & Stoughton Limited. No trademark or
copyrighted material may be reproduced without the
express written permission of the trademark and
copyright owner.
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"Round the Year with Enid Blyton—Spring Book" by
Enid Blyton. Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses
every genre. From well-known classics & literary
fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet
undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press
edition has been meticulously edited and formatted
to boost readability for all e-readers and devices.
Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly
and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital
format.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "Freaky
pleasure...it scratches a nostalgic itch for those who
grew up on Saturday morning Scooby-Doo cartoons
and sugar-bombed breakfast cereal" --USA Today
"Deliriously wild, funny and imaginative. Cantero is
an original voice." --Charles Yu, author of How to
Live in a Science Fictional Universe With raucous
humor and brilliantly orchestrated mayhem,
Meddling Kids subverts teen detective archetypes
like the Hardy Boys, the Famous Five, and ScoobyDoo, and delivers an exuberant and wickedly
entertaining celebration of horror, love, friendship,
and many-tentacled, interdimensional demon spawn.
SUMMER 1977. The Blyton Summer Detective Club
(of Blyton Hills, a small mining town in Oregon’s
Zoinx River Valley) solved their final mystery and
unmasked the elusive Sleepy Lake monster—another
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low-life fortune hunter trying to get his dirty hands on
the legendary riches hidden in Deboën Mansion.
And he would have gotten away with it too, if it
weren’t for those meddling kids. 1990. The former
detectives have grown up and apart, each haunted
by disturbing memories of their final night in the old
haunted house. There are too many strange, halfremembered encounters and events that cannot be
dismissed or explained away by a guy in a mask.
And Andy, the once intrepid tomboy now wanted in
two states, is tired of running from her demons. She
needs answers. To find them she will need Kerri, the
one-time kid genius and budding biologist, now
drinking her ghosts away in New York with Tim, an
excitable Weimaraner descended from the original
canine member of the club. They will also have to
get Nate, the horror nerd currently residing in an
asylum in Arkham, Massachusetts. Luckily Nate has
not lost contact with Peter, the handsome jock
turned movie star who was once their team leader . .
. which is remarkable, considering Peter has been
dead for years. The time has come to get the team
back together, face their fears, and find out what
actually happened all those years ago at Sleepy
Lake. It’s their only chance to end the nightmares
and, perhaps, save the world. A nostalgic and
subversive trip rife with sly nods to H. P. Lovecraft
and pop culture, Edgar Cantero’s Meddling Kids is a
strikingly original and dazzling reminder of the fun
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and adventure we can discover at the heart of our
favorite stories, no matter how old we get.
Schooldays at St Clare's are never dull for twins Pat
and Isabel O'Sullivan in Enid Blyton's much-loved
boarding school series. In book three, Pat and Isabel
look forward to their first summer term at St Clare's.
They soon make friends with new girl Carlotta, who
has a secret past that she's desperate to hide. But
sneaky Prudence finds out and tells everybody. How
will the class react? There'll be mischief at St
Clare's! Between 1941 and 1946, Enid Blyton wrote
six novels set at St Clare's. This edition features the
original text and is unillustrated.
Celebrate Christmas with one of the world's bestloved children's authors in this sparkly collection of
stories. This hugely popular short story collection,
first published in 2016, is back with a shiny new
cover... Nobody captures the spirit of Christmas like
Enid Blyton, and in these stories, she describes the
excitement of anticipating gifts, the pleasures of
making special food, of singing carols, and coming
together to share good times with friends and
families. As ever with Blyton, there is mischief and
mayhem but good always prevails in the end. These
traditional tales are perfect for younger children
being read to and for newly confident readers to read
alone. All stories previously appeared in magazines
and anthologies from the 40s and 60s. This
collection contains the original texts and is
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unillustrated. Enid Blyton remains one of Britain's
favourite children's authors and her bumper short
story collections are perfect for introducing her to the
latest generation of readers. Read all of Enid
Blyton's bumper short story collections. New in 2021:
Rainy Day Stories Pet Stories Stories of Spells and
Enchantments Christmas Tales *** Enid Blyton® and
Enid Blyton's signature are registered trade marks of
Hodder & Stoughton Limited. No trade mark or
copyrighted material may be reproduced without the
express written permission of the trade mark and
copyright owner.
Caldecott Medalist Dan Santat--creator of The
Adventures of Beekle: The Unimaginary Friend and
After the Fall--takes readers on the road trip of a
lifetime! "Are we there yet?" Every parent has heard
this classic kid question on a long car ride--and after
reading this astonishingly inventive new book (that
even turns upside down for several pages!), you'll
never look at being bored the same way again. Let's
face it: everyone knows that car rides can be boring.
And when things get boring, time slows down. In this
book, a boy feels time slowing down so much that it
starts going backward--into the time of pirates! Of
princesses! Of dinosaurs! The boy was just trying to
get to his grandmother's birthday party, but instead
he's traveling through Ancient Egypt and rubbing
shoulders with Ben Franklin. When time flies, who
knows where--or when--he'll end up.
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It's wits against brawn in the classic tales of Brer
Rabbit, re-told by one of the world's best-loved
children's authors, Enid Blyton. Brer Rabbit is as
clever as can be. He loves to play jokes and tricks
on his animal friends, but every now and then they
get him back! Join Brer Rabbit, Brer Fox and Brer
Bear in over 80 short stories re-told by Enid Blyton
for children in her own style. This collection contains
stories from the books Enid Blyton's Brer Rabbit
Book (1948) and Brer Rabbit's a Rascal! (1965) and
black and white illustrations.
Go on a picnic, visit the seaside or throw coconuts at
the summer fair in this delightful collection of stories
perfect for the sunshine. Enid Blyton has been
delighting readers for more than seventy years with
her endless summers of magic, fun and adventure.
A charming new bumper short-story collection from
the world's best-loved storyteller. A fantastic
collection of 30 stories about animals of all shapes
and sizes, this will charm children aged 6 and up.
From pet puppies to woodland wildlife, garden birds
to pond-dwelling frogs, Enid Blyton was a devoted
and knowledgeable animal-lover. Readers who feel
the same way are bound to love her wonderful
stories about our furry friends - and scaly, feathery or
fluttery ones too! These delightful stories are ideal
for newly confident readers and are the perfect
length to be read aloud in the classroom or at
bedtime. *** Enid Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's
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signature are Registered Trademarks of Hodder &
Stoughton Limited. No trademark or copyrighted
material may be reproduced without the express
written permission of the trademark and copyright
owner.
Fly away to magical lands with Peter and Mollie in
the second adventure in Enid Blyton's best-loved
series! Perfect for children aged 5 and up. Mollie and
Peter are home for the summer holidays, and they
long to see their pixie friend Binky and their magic
Wishing-Chair. They can't wait for lots of new and
exciting adventures, but then the Wishing-Chair is
stolen by some very cheeky characters. Whatever
will the children do? First published in 1950, this
edition contains the classic text, except that the pixie
character's name has been changed to Binky. Inside
illustrations are by Rene Cloke, and the cover is by
Mark Beech.
A wonderful selection of short stories by one of the
world's best-loved children's authors, Enid Blyton.
Ideal for reading aloud, or for children from about 7
years old to read alone. From sandcastles at the
beach to enchanted ice-creams, step into the
summer with these delightful characters. Adventure,
fun and magic can all be found on holiday with Enid
Blyton, who has been delighting readers for more
than seventy years. The stories previously appeared
in magazines and anthologies from the 40s and 60s.
This collection contains the original texts and is
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unillustrated. The collection contains: At Seaside
Cottage The Magic Ice Cream Wagger Goes to the
Show A Surprise for Jimmy The Twins Get in a Fix
The Enchanted Cloak Adventure Up a Tree John's
Hanky The Magic Watering Can Peppermint Rock
The Donkey on the Sands In the Middle of the Night
A Bit of Blue Sky The Smugglers' Caves Mr Gobo's
Green Grass Smokey and the Seagull Adventures
Under the Sea An Exciting Afternoon Lazy lenny
Pink Paint for a Pixie Shut The Gate Look Out for the
Elephant! Stayinh with Auntie Sue A Puppy in
Wonderland The Three Sailors The Magic Seaweed
Six-year-old (The Pain) and his eight-year-old sister
(The Great One) have a challenging relationship as
they share experiences learning to ride a bicycle,
having a birthday party, and dog-sitting.
A selection of short stories by Enid Blyton suitable
for readers aged 5-8 years.
A dazzling selection of 30 short stories from the
world's best-loved storyteller - the perfect Christmas
gift for children aged 6 and up! Snuggle down with
this heartwarming collection of classic tales,
celebrating the magic and excitement of winter.
These fun, entertaining stories are ideal for newly
confident readers and are the perfect length for
reading aloud at bedtime or in the classroom. It's an
ideal stocking-filler too! Enid Blyton remains one of
Britain's favourite children's authors and her bumper
short story collections are perfect for introducing her
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to the latest generation of readers. Read all of Enid
Blyton's bestselling short story collections:
Springtime Stories Summer Stories Holiday Stories
Summer Holiday Stories Summertime Stories
Stories of Wizards and Witches Stories of Magic and
Mischief Christmas Tales Christmas Treats Winter
Tales *** Enid Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's signature
are Registered Trademarks of Hodder & Stoughton
Limited. No trademark or copyrighted material may
be reproduced without the express written
permission of the trademark and copyright owner.
Get ready for broomstick rides and bubbling
cauldrons in these magical short stories from Enid
Blyton - ideal for reading aloud, or for children over 7
to read alone! This bumper collection of 25 short
stories is populated by every sort of magical and
mysterious creature, from a grumpy wizard who is
ouwitted by an elf to pixie who rides on a rabbit. The
stories are the perfect length for reading aloud in a
classroom or at bedtime. With lots of humour and
fantastic characters, these will appeal to newly
confident readers to read alone as well as to
younger children being read to. Enid Blyton remains
one of Britain's favourite children's authors and her
bumper short story collections are perfect for
introducing her to the latest generation of readers.
A collection of thirty wonderful stories about the
nature and the countryside from one of the world's
best-loved children's authors. Enjoy the freedom of
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the outdoors, the beauty of the countryside and the
charm of all creatures great and small in this bumper
short-story collection. Enid Blyton loved the
countryside, animals and birds and she wrote many
wonderful stories to teach children all about the
natural world. Each story is perfect for reading aloud
to young children and is the ideal length for bedtime
or classroom story time. *** Enid Blyton ® and Enid
Blyton's signature are Registered Trademarks of
Hodder & Stoughton Limited. No trademark or
copyrighted material may be reproduced without the
express written permission of the trademark and
copyright owner.
Set off on an outdoor adventure with this collection
of 25 classic tales by the world's best-loved
storyteller. The perfect holiday read for children aged
5 and up! From stolen dogs and disappearing
necklaces to journeys to faraway lands, these funfilled stories are packed full of mystery and
adventure. Ideal for newly confident readers, these
entertaining tales are the ideal length for reading
aloud at bedtime or in the classroom. Enid Blyton
remains one of Britain's favourite children's authors
and her bumper short story collections are perfect for
introducing her to the latest generation of readers.
Read all of Enid Blyton's bestselling short story
collections: Animal Stories Springtime Stories
Summertime Stories Summer Holiday Stories
Stories of Magic and Mischief Stories of Wizards and
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Witches Christmas Tales Christmas Treats Winter
Stories *** Enid Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's signature
are Registered Trademarks of Hodder and
Stoughton Limited. No trademark or copyrighted
material may be reproduced without the express
written permission of the trademark and copyright
owner.
Hold on to your lucky charms and delve into this
bewitching collection of 30 fairy tales and magic
stories, retold by the world's best-loved storyteller.
Perfect for children aged 5 and up! Watch out for
cats in boots, three bears who live in the woods and
strange unicorns in this magical collection of short
stories by Enid Blyton. From lost slippers and fairy
curses to imps without names and a dragon called
Mr Wumble, there's fairy magic brewing. Who will
live happily ever after? These traditional tales are
ideal for younger children being read to and for
newly confident readers to read alone. Each story
stands alone and is the perfect length for reading at
bedtime or in the classroom. Enid Blyton remains
one of Britain's favourite children's authors and her
bumper short story collections are perfect for
introducing her to the latest generation of readers.
Read all of Enid Blyton's bumper short story
collections. New in 2020: Nature Stories Stories of
Rotten Rascals Magical Fairy Tales Christmas
Wishes *** Enid Blyton® and Enid Blyton's signature
are registered trade marks of Hodder & Stoughton
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Limited. No trade mark or copyrighted material may
be reproduced without the express written
permission of the trade mark and copyright owner.
A collection of stories which first appeared in Enid
Blyton's Sunny Stories newsletters. The subjects
include a little doll who can talk; Fred, who makes a
mess of a wish; naughty pixie Jiminy; and grumpy
old Miss Hannah, who finds happiness through a
Christmas tree.
A beautiful treasury of stories for every season from one of
the world's best-loved storytellers. With gorgeous full-colour
illustrations throughout, this collection will delight at any time
of the year and makes the perfect gift. Step into a world of
magic and nature, where elfin tailors make clothes from
autumn leaves and a spring lamb remembers a kind little girl.
Join a fawn as it shelters from a summer storm, learn how to
help birds keep warm in cold weather and share the wonder
of the seaside, where you might just meet a fairy in a seashell
. . . Divided into four sections to reflect the seasons, this
treasury contains 28 timeless stories from Enid Blyton's
archives - plus a bonus extra story for Christmas. Some of
these wonderful tales are collected in book form for the very
first time. It is gorgeously illustrated by Becky Cameron,
acclaimed illustrator of Treasury of Bedtime Stories by Enid
Blyton and of Paddington and the Christmas Wish. Look out
for these other gorgeous Enid Blyton gift books: Treasury of
Bedtime Stories The Famous Five Treasury Jolly Good Food
(a children's cook book) Favourite Enid Blyton Stories * Enid
Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's signature are Registered
Trademarks of Hodder and Stoughton Limited. No trademark
or copyrighted material may be reproduced without the
express written permission of the trademark and copyright
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owner.
A selection of 30 magical and mischievous short stories by
Britain's most beloved children's author - perfect for sharing at
Halloween! Witches and pixies abound in this magical
selection of thirty short stories, perfect for seasonal reading
and sharing. With lots of humour and fantastic characters
these classic tales are ideal for younger children being read
to and for newly confident readers to read alone. Each story
stands alone and is the perfect length for reading at bedtime
or in the classroom. Enid Blyton remains one of Britain's
favourite children's authors and her bumper short story
collections are perfect for introducing her to the latest
generation of readers. Read all of Enid Blyton's bestselling
short story collections: Springtime Stories Summer Stories
Holiday Stories Summer Holiday Stories Summertime Stories
Stories of Wizards and Witches Stories of Magic and Mischief
Christmas Tales Christmas Treats Winter Tales *** Enid
Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's signature are Registered
Trademarks of Hodder and Stoughton Limited. No trademark
or copyrighted material may be reproduced without the
express written permission of the trademark and copyright
owner.
Peggy Arnold, and younger twin siblings Mike and Nora, are
living with a harsh aunt and uncle after their parents are
thought to have been killed in a plane crash. In this first
adventure, aided by an orphan boy, Jack, they have
befriended, they run away to an island on a nearby lake, and
together they make a new home constructed with the
branches of a willow tree, this much-loved "living house"
being one of the highlights of the story.
A wonderful selection of 27 short stories about holidays by
one of the world's best-loved children's authors, Enid Blyton.
Ideal for reading aloud, or for children from about 7 years old
to read alone. School's out! So go on a picnic, visit the
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seaside or throw coconuts at the fair in this enchanting
collection of stories perfect for summer holidays. Enid Blyton
has been delighting readers for more than seventy years with
her endless summers of magic, fun and adventure. Enid's
best-loved characters include Noddy the wooden boy, Timmy
the dog from The Famous Five and the mischievous twins Pat
and Isabel O'Sullivan from the much-loved boarding school
series St Clare's! This collection contains the original stories
dating back to the 1940s: The Fish That Got Away; The
Enchanted Toadstool; Jimmy and the Elephant Man; The
Little Button Elves; The Girl Who Was Left Behind; A Story of
Magic Strawberries; The Marvellous Pink Vase; When Mollie
Missed the Bus; A Bit of Good Luck; The Surprising Buns;
Pretty-Star the Pony; The Stolen Shadow; On Jimmy's
Birthday; Bonzo Gets Into Trouble; The Roundabout Man;
The Fairies' Shoemaker; Something Funny Going On; The
Little Toy-Maker; Billy's Bicycle; That Girl Next Door!; The
Boy Who Never Put Things Back; Policeman Billy; Think
Hard, Boatman; The Wishing Spells; The Girl Who Had
Hiccups; Christina's Kite; The Galloping Seahorse
Meet fairies, witches and giants in this selection of 30 magical
short stories by the world's best-loved storyteller. Perfect for
children aged 5 and up! From to goblin games to neverending wishes, there's mischief afoot in these fun-filled short
stories by Enid Blyton! Who will be on the receiving end of a
trick, and who will win out with a treat? Ideal for younger
children being read to and for newly confident readers to
enjoy independently, each story stands alone and is the
perfect length for reading at bedtime or in the classroom. Enid
Blyton remains one of Britain's favourite children's authors
and her bumper short story collections are the perfect way to
introduce her work to a new generation of readers. Read all
of these bestselling short story collections by Enid Blyton:
Animal Stories Springtime Stories Summer Stories Holiday
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Stories Summer Holiday Stories Summertime Stories
Summer Adventure Stories Stories of Wizards and Witches
Stories of Magic and Mischief Christmas Stories Christmas
Tales Christmas Treats Winter Stories *** Enid Blyton® and
Enid Blyton's signature are registered trade marks of Hodder
& Stoughton Limited. No trade mark or copyrighted material
may be reproduced without the express written permission of
the trade mark and copyright owner.
GENERAL FICTION (CHILDREN'S/YA). When Joe, Beth and
Frannie climb up to the top of the Faraway Tree, they meet
Silky, Moon-Face and the Saucepan Man. Their new friends
show them an exciting secret - how to visit lots of strange and
magical lands, where they have many thrilling adventures.
Ages 7+
This delightful collection contains 13 stories by famous
children's author Enid Blyton. Each story is just the right
length for reading at bedtime or in quiet moments. With
charming stories about animals, fairies, toys, pixies and
children. Filled with magic and adventure, to capture the
imagination of all young children and beautifully illustrated
with over 100 colour pictures. Classic Enid Blyton Stories is
sure to be a favourite that children will enjoy time and time
again.

Delight in the magic of Christmas with this bumper
collection of 29 short stories from the world's bestloved storyteller! Ideal for reading aloud, or for
children over 7 to read alone! Curl up with this
collection of festive short stories by Enid Blyton.
From the proud rocking horse who learns the gift of
giving to a snowman befriended by elves, these
joyful tales celebrate the true spirit of Christmas.
With lots of humour and fantastic characters, these
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stories will appeal to newly confident readers for
reading alone as well as to younger children being
read to. Enid Blyton remains one of Britain's
favourite children's authors and her bumper short
story collections are the perfect introduction to her
writing. Praise for Enid Blyton's Christmas Stories: 'A
wonderful selection to read and share. Mystery and
magic, laughter and mischief, the joy of shared times
and plenty of delicious food - many of the ingredients
which have been delighting Enid Blyton's readers for
more than 70 years' - Western Morning News
'Shared excitement and laughter, a little bit of
mischief and plenty of delicious food are all mixed
together with a pinch of magic and lots of Christmas
joy' - Carousel
Enjoy a whole summer of fun with this fantastic
collection of 30 short stories - the perfect holiday
read for children aged 7 and up. From picnics in the
sunshine to daring outdoor adventures, celebrate the
excitement and magic of summertime with these funfilled short stories by Enid Blyton. Ideal for newly
confident readers, these entertaining tales are the
perfect length for reading aloud at bedtime or in the
classroom. Enid Blyton remains one of Britain's
favourite children's authors and her bumper short
story collections are perfect for introducing her to the
latest generation of readers. Read all of Enid
Blyton's bestselling short story collections:
Springtime Stories Summer Stories Holiday Stories
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Summer Holiday Stories Stories of Wizards and
Witches Christmas Tales Christmas Treats *** Enid
Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's signature are Registered
Trademarks of Hodder and Stoughton Limited. No
trademark or copyrighted material may be
reproduced without the express written permission of
the trademark and copyright owner.
Enid Blyton is known throughout the world for her
imaginative children's books and her enduring
characters such as Noddy and the Famous Five.
She is one of the most borrowed authors from British
libraries and still holds a fascination for readers old
and young alike. Yet until 1974, when Barbara
Stoney first published her official biography, little was
known about this most private author, even by
members of her own family.The woman who
emerged from Barbara Stoney's remarkable
research was hardworking, complex, often difficult
and, in many ways, childlike. Now this widely praised
classic biography has been fully updated for the
twenty-first century and, with the addition of new
colour illustrations and a comprehensive list of Enid
Blyton's writings, documents the growing appeal of
this extraordinary woman throughout the world. The
fascinating story of one of the world's most famous
authors will intrigue and delight all those with an
interest in her timeless books.
Delight in this collection of 30 short stories, full of the
buzz and excitement of spring - the perfect Easter
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present! Head off on a sparkling springtime
adventure with the world's best-loved storyteller.
From the little boy who helps a lamb in trouble to the
fairies hidden inside Easter Eggs, excitement and
magic are never far away in this collection of stories
to read and share. These fun, entertaining stories
are ideal for newly confident readers and are the
perfect length for reading aloud at bedtime or in the
classroom. Enid Blyton remains one of Britain's
favourite children's authors and her bumper short
story collections are perfect for introducing her to the
latest generation of readers. Enid Blyton ® and Enid
Blyton's signature are Registered Trademarks of
Hodder & Stoughton Limited. No trademark or
copyrighted material may be reproduced without the
express written permission of the trademark and
copyright owner.
A wonderful selection of stories to read and share.
From sandcastles at the beach to enchanted icecreams, step into the summer with these delightful
characters. Adventure, fun and magic can all be
found on holiday with Enid Blyton, who has been
delighting readers for more than seventy years.
Summer StoriesBumper Short Story Collections
Curl up with this sparkling collection of Christmas
stories from the world's best-loved storyteller. Perfect
for children aged 5 and up! Embrace the spirit of
Christmas with tales of magic and wishes galore in
this heart-warming collection. From a dog who
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discovers the joy of Christmas to Santa Claus who
gets himself out of a muddle with a little help from his
friends, these stories celebrate shared times,
festivities and wonder. Filled with lots of festive fun,
these stories are ideal for younger children being
read to and for newly confident readers to enjoy
independently, each story stands alone and is the
perfect length for reading at bedtime or in the
classroom. Enid Blyton remains one of Britain's
favourite children's authors and her bumper short
story collections are the perfect way to introduce her
work to a new generation of readers. Read all 15
bumper short story collections. New in 2020: Nature
Stories Stories of Rotten Rascals Magical Fairy
Tales Christmas Wishes *** Enid Blyton® and Enid
Blyton's signature are registered trade marks of
Hodder & Stoughton Limited. No trade mark or
copyrighted material may be reproduced without the
express written permission of the trade mark and
copyright owner.
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